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Category:Indian news magazinesRep. Steve Cohen, D-Tenn., on Thursday called on President Trump to retract his remarks equating white supremacists to counterprotesters in Charlottesville, Va. "I think the president should say that the white supremacists are deplorable," Cohen, a member of the House Judiciary Committee, told CNN. "He should take responsibility. He should take responsibility for his own statements." Cohen, who is Jewish, is
the first prominent Democrat to respond to Trump's remarks. ADVERTISEMENT The comments came on Wednesday at a press conference where Trump also said there were "very fine people" on both sides of the violence in Charlottesville that resulted in the death of a counterprotester. The president's remarks, which were made after a press conference with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, have been widely condemned, including by
Trump's son, Eric. “My father’s not a racist,” Eric Trump said on Twitter. “I can’t speak for him, but I know he is not a racist.” The White House has faced heavy criticism from Democrats and Republicans, but Trump has defended his response. "I condemn all types of racism and acts of violence," Trump said during his press conference with Netanyahu.The Dow Jones Industrial Average reached a new high Friday morning, notching its 50th record
high in a row, breaking the previous record of 49. The index has now topped 16,000 points. The Dow is up more than 2,000 points since President Donald Trump took office in January. Trump broke up two corporate mergers that were consummated under his predecessor, former President Barack Obama. The tech giant Qualcomm's $50 billion deal to acquire NXP Semiconductors was canceled in March, and the two companies agreed to separate
their businesses, though the deal still has to receive approval by regulators. The Boeing-EADS deal, which would have created a
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The Home of Fire Malayalam Magazine. The Fire Magazine. Fire Malayalam Magazine. Fire Monthly Malayalam. Fire Magazine Published by Kalakaumudi Publications. Jan 20, 2019 Hey there! Its me The Magician!! I am a software engineer from Trivandrum,Kerala. I like to explore different domains like design, programming, gaming, sports and hindi movies. Jun 30, 2019 Fire Malayalam Magazine is an Indian monthly magazine published by
Kalakaumudi Publications, a publishing house established in 1979. It is the first and the only Malayalam language monthly magazine with men's interest content. Feb 5, 2020 Jagath - Karpoorayude Jagath - Karpoorayude. Feb 5, 2020 Fire is a Malayalam news and entertainment magazine in Kerala published by Kalakaumudi group. Fire monthly covers topics on rescue, firefighting & prevention,. Feb 5, 2020 Fire - Read FIRE Malayalam Magazine
online on JioNews. Jan 20, 2019 Hey there! Its me The Magician!! I am a software engineer from Trivandrum,Kerala. I like to explore different domains like design, programming, gaming, sports and hindi movies. Mar 26, 2019 Fire Malayalam Magazine. Feb 5, 2020 Hey there! Its me The Magician!! I am a software engineer from Trivandrum,Kerala. I like to explore different domains like design, programming, gaming, sports and hindi movies.
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